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A centuries-old tradition, the exceptional skill of Bohemian master glassblowers, materials of the finest              
quality, and, above all, timeless design: this is the Czech family-run company Brokis. Conceived by               
renowned Czech and foreign designers, the original Brokis lighting collections have earned international             
acclaim and received numerous awards in prestigious design competitions both at home and abroad.              
Now, the company is presenting its latest collections in Shanghai.  

At the start of March, Brokis is showcasing its lighting collections in China for the first time at its own stand during                      
Design Shanghai. Visitors to the event can see Brokis in the Contemporary Design Hall | Stand No. E2-65.                  
There, they’ll find not only the brand’s already iconic products but new ones as well. One of the most impressive                    
collections on display in Shanghai is no doubt JACK-O’LANTERN by Brokis art director Lucie Koldova.  

JACK-O’LANTERN is a delicate and geometrically balanced light offering a large degree of variability. It can be                 
hung separately, or in vertical arrangements. In addition to the pendent and table versions, there is a wall                  
composition comprising five subtle frames in a single module for up to five glass spheres. The spheres, which                  
each house a light source, are merely placed in the frames and can easily be moved from one frame to the next.  

You’ll also find Brokis designer lights in the exclusive VIP Entrance, where the company’s main exhibit is 
augmented with lights from the KNOT and JACK-O’LANTERN collections.  

ABOUT BROKIS 

The Czech premium lighting brand Brokis represents select design, world-class quality, and the exceptional 
craftsmanship  of  Bohemian  glassblowing  masters.  The  brand’s  renowned  original  lighting  collections,  
conceived by both Czech and international designers, have garnered international recognition and received 
numerous  awards  in  prestigious  design  competitions  both at home and abroad. The company combines  
handblown  glass with other refined materials, such as wood and manually pressed metal, in bold lighting 
compositions  that  push  the  boundaries  of  contemporary  design.  The  Brokis  portfolio  features  modern  
functional  lighting  fixtures,  decorative  objects,  and  unique  lighting  solutions  for  architects  and  interior 
designers.  With  its  own  high-capacity  production  facilities  rooted  in  more  than  two  hundred  years  of  
history, Brokis is free to experiment and develop innovative materials, techniques, and technologies as well 
as offer bespoke lighting solutions. www.brokis.cz  
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